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Introduction
Abstract diagrams of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [3] help designers quickly understand semantics of specifications. However, if a designer constructs a precise specification in the UML and composes one specification from other specifications, he should keep in mind a lot of information: the correspondence of different diagrams; rules for composition of diagrams and links between specifications at different levels of abstraction. The UML itself defines no way for consistent design and reuse. Some of existing tools, such as Rational Rose, support the name space consistency within a single model, but there is no support for correct specification reuse.
In this paper, we present a Rational Rose Add-In which supports the consistent design of components and the specification reuse in a UML profile [I] . The design is driven by an intemal process model built into the tool. The component specification reuse and the rules for composition of specifications are based on the inheritance of processes [5].
Constructing the intemal model and diagrams corresponding to this model is the task of the tool. The reuse and extension of a component model mean in the tool the reuse and extension of both the intemal model and the diagrams.
It is psychologically proven that an average human being can only fix his attention on maximum five to seven objects on a picture at one particular moment. That is why, our tool provides a specification methodology. follows the tool methodology, then the tool fulfills some of human tasks: the reused diagrams are loaded on the screen to be changed according to the predefined inheritance rules, the inhentance of intemal process models is checked by the tool, the bugs of the design can be found, the elements of the diagrams are drawn by the tool automatically using the information filled in the tool dialogs, the library of components is collected.
In Section 2 we briefly describe the component model used by the tool. Section 3 informally explains the inheritance relations on different diagram levels built into the tool. Section 4 overviews the design methodology provided by the tool. Section 5 contains some conclusions.
The Component Model Used by the Tool
A component specification in our tool is a process term. The process term of a component is specified by a designer in the UML component profile by an interface-role diagram (a variant of the class diagram [2. 11) and a set of sequence diagrams. The set of action names of the process term is derived from the Uh4L interface-role diagram (Fig.lb) . Using all of these diagrams (Fig.la,c) our tool constructs the process term (Fig.ld) [ I ] and the corresponding process graph.
Thus, the specification of a component in our tool contains three consistent parts: an interface-role diagram, a set of sequence diagrams and the process term being an intemal model for all diagrams.
The Composition Techniques Built into the Tool
We have transformed the definition of the process inheritance [5] into the definitions of inheritance for interface-role diagrams and for sequence diagram sets. Those definitions have been built into the tool. Here we present an informal interpretation of the definitions which have been precisely described in [I] .
To construct interface-role diagram IR, of componentinheritor from parent interface-role diagrams IRPs, we extend parent interface-role diagrams by interface-role diagram IR,,, (Fig.2a) . Some roles of IR,,, inherit some Each new component has its own set of sequence diagrams (Fig.2~) . To check that this set of sequence diagrams inherits parent processes, designers should compare the process term of the new component ( Fig.2d) with the process term of each parent component (Fig.ld) . However, those process terms are incomparable, because they have different sets of actions ( Fig.lh and Fig.2b) . To make the processes comparable, the tool derives duplicating functions from the interface-role diagram. A duplicating function relates the actions of a parent component and the actions of its inheritor. Our tool allows us renaming a parent process to make it comparable with the process of the inheritor (Fig.2e) . The renamed parent process should be derived from the process of the new component in the process algebra with hiding and blocking functions [I] . We 
The Design Methodology
Provided by the Tool Figure 3 : Methodology provided by the tool Fig.3 shows the steps of the component system design in the tool:
1.
A designer chooses parent components to inherit from.
Interface-role diagrams of these components are drawn by the tool on the screen.
2.
The designer extends the parent interface-role diagrams with new roles and interfaces using dialogs provided by the tool. The interface-role diagram of the new component is produced.
3.
The designer draws a set of sequence diagrams using the set of actions derived by the tool from the interface-role diagram of the new component.
4.
The tool constructs the process term and the processgraph corresponding to the UML specification of the new component.
5.
With the help of the tool, the designer tries to derive processes of parent components from the process of the new component. 
6.

Conclusion
Our tool is a Rational Rose Add-In, which provides the inheritance of previously specified components, single and multiple, nested with any depth. We have carried out several case studies of different complexity with the help of the tool (e.g. [4] ). Our evaluations show that to build a correct model within our tool, designers spend about 5 to I times less time than within the conventional Rational Rose environment. The formal semantics of the UML built into the Rose Add-In helps prevent semantic bugs hidden in the behavioural inheritance of component specifications. The methodology provided by the tool supports reuse of graphical and internal process specifications, design correction and documentation.
